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The 'launch' of our exhibition 'Capturing the Moment' which
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celebrates the 125th anniversary of our Club is the culmination
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of an enormous amount of effort by the team who undertook
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es by
Clive Haynes

the task and the warm and willing support of
all Club members and particularly to everyone
who contributed prints and PDIs. We couldn't
have done it without you!
In particular, despite a very busy role as Programme Secretary, Maddy Pennock has given
unstinting support, lots of ideas and a great
deal of time and energy. The highly informative
and professional-looking display of Club archive material is the result of John Burrows'
meticulous research and attention to detail.
Paul Mann has contributed the fascinating display of vintage camera equipment with an
extra contribution from Lionel Matthews.
Shown on the 'video wall', the enjoyable sequence of members' images was arranged by
Martin Addison and we also thank him for his
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More from the Hive
contribution to the display of photobooks and zig-zag
prints. Tessa Mills co-selected the arrangement of
prints with me and for her instinct for balance and tone
I'm very grateful.

Tessa's photobooks are also on

display. My wife Gill Haynes provided unstinting support and lots of good ideas. She worked hard behind
the scenes, creating lists, proof-reading labels, grouping and parcelling up each set of prints for each display
panel unit to make the installation more efficient.
To the team of 'label printers' we owe thanks for
dealing with this aspect of the display, they were:
Malcolm Haynes, Bob Oakley, Alan Yeates, Martin Addison, Paul Mann, Maddy Pennock - and I did some too.
Joining me on the day was the efficient and hard
working 'exhibition installation Team', who were:
Douglas Gregor, John Hoath, Roger Blandford, James
Boardman-Woodend, Richard Wood, Roger Plant, Alan
Yeates, Maddy Pennock, Gill Haynes, Peter McCulloch,
Alex Isaacs, Malcolm Haynes, Tessa Mills and Martin

The Team and Martin with Visitor by Clive.

Addison.
For publicity we thank Bob Brierley who set up the

Selection of

features in Worcester News and arranged for my two

launch images on

radio broadcasts on BBC Hereford & Worcester. The

this and following

'Photography Help and Advice Sessions' at The Hive

pages by

team are: Maddy Pennock, Dave Dewson, Colin Nash,
Paul Mann, James Boardman-Woodend, Martin Addison, Bob Oakley and myself.
If I have inadvertently left anyone out, I do apologise.
Although not Club members, mention must be made of
the wonderful help and support of the staff at The Hive,
in particular Pia Potter-Ferrant from The Hive administration and Wayne, a very caring caretaker.
The exhibition is fantastic and a credit to the Club. If
you haven't visited it do go along, it runs until the end
of August.
Clive Haynes FRPS
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Nigel Hooton
LRPS

WCC members enjoying the launch at the Hive
on Tuesday, 4th August 2015.
Images by Nigel Hooton LRPS

Nigel also kindly tweeted a selection of launch
images - see @NigelHPhotos.
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Contemporary Group Update

Last Thursday evening the
Contemporary Photography
Group enjoyed a fantastic
evening of photography with
excellent individual pictures
and several strong themes
developing from our members. As usual the meeting
was enriched by keen observations and insights, spiced
with much good humour.

Lionel Matthews, Kitchen Spectre
at Croome,
Clive Haynes, Floral Abundance
Alex Isaacs, The Good Soil Journey
Henry Tomsett, Family (from the
Abandoned series)

Here’s a flavour of the evening from some of
the pictures presented.

Ewan Drackley, Windows at ICL,
David Brown, Dialogue,
and overleaf,

Stewart Bourne, Conversations

Eric Williams,

Darren Leeson, Kidderminster Underpass Art

Shadow of Gormenghast,.

Ruth Bourne, Dancing in the Street

Tony’s Tales…
“What’s this?” I hear you say, “No Photo ?“ Read on…
Yesterday I hiked 10 miles in the wilderness in temperatures top
90’s. I’d gone as far as was safe by 5.30 pm & started back to Big
Water ( small town ) but got my truck stuck in sand. Tried digging,
road building with stones, all to no avail. Walked 3 miles to town
to get help, first house I knocked was answered by a guy wrapped
in a towel about to have a shower, but told me to wait 3 minutes
and he’d be with me. Randy was great, helped me out, wouldn’t
take a dime, so I threw 50 dollars in his pick up and told him if
he don’t want it throw it away, he was very appreciative.
So after 13 miles hiking, it sure as hell isn’t walking, I was
…shattered!
Today it cost me $40, I’d locked my only set of keys in the truck,
I’d shut the door with them in!
Things happen in 3’s they tell me, watch this space, eh!!
And you want a photo, too?!!
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Drying River Bed by Tony Gervis FRPS

Out and About
15-16th August is the Spetchley M5 living History show.
Kidderminster Arts Festival offers some interesting photo-opps with the origami birds (lit up at night). Runs to
23rd August. (The F.Action & other photos in the subway made it into the local paper though
we think the editor had tongue rather in cheek with the caption to
Stewart’s picture!)
If you’re in London during August, there are interesting
exhibitions at the Photographers’ Gallery - Shirley Baker’s
Women, Children and Loitering Men, and We Want more
(Image Making and music in the 21st century. Good review
for Victorian london in photographs in Clerkenwell.
Some of Vivien Maier’s fascinating photos are at Beetles +
Huxley until 5th September.
Travel Photographer of the Year 2014 exhibition is on at the RGS until 5th September. Our very own James
Woodend was a finalist in the Spirit of Adventure portfolio category. (2015 competition is open)
In a more northerly direction, why not take the family to Double Exposure in Bradford during August?
Closer at hand is At Home with Vanley Burke (photographer)in the Ikon Gallery, Birmingham (to 27th September, free entry).
The West Malvern Arts Festival is on Fri 21st to Sun 23rd August (& member Nigel Hooton will be exhibiting).

Around the Web
Some National Geographic images for World Lion Day.
Tour de France spectators… and Bristol balloons…
Lots more in the WCC Flipboard magazine on the website. A new one will be started in the new season.
Live long and prosper.
Monument Valley, Tony Gervis FRPS
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